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B(x,y) represent the complex amplitudes of the two beams in the plane (x,y)
of the receiver. In the case of squared-law c?etectors, the resultant recorded
intensity at the receiver is given by
I = IA + BI2
(A+B)(A + B )
= (AA* + BB ) + (AB + A* B)	 (1)
The first term represents the sum of indiv ;-dual intensities whereas the
terms in the second bracket represent the interference phenomenon. In optics,
it is possible to measure the entire second bracket w hereas in sound
or microwave holography, one can pick out AB * or A B term singly. The
recorded intensity I, as given by equation (1), represents the hclogram at
the receiver. In the case of a photographic recording medium, its amplitude
transmission, T, is related to the intensity, I, as follows:
T = I-Y/2
where y is the slope of the emulsion response curve. To simplil'y explanation,
it will Le assumed that the photographic emulsion processing is such that
Y = -2 and therefore transmission is proportional to I.
If now the recorded hologram is interrogated with either A e-iWt or
B e-1W , one will get the remaining wave and its complex conjugate as seen
below. The transmitted amplitude behind the hologram is given by the
following expression:
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A(AA + BB ) + A(AB + A B) 	 (2)
Leaving out the first bracket and confining attention to the second
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P€'h = 2P + yv 2 h	 (6)
where P = p 2/2pv
p = acoustic pressure amplitude
v = velocity of sound in the liquid
y = surface tension of the liquid
h = vertical surface deformation height
p and g have usual significance.
Green (ref. 9) has investigated this liquid surface interaction with the
sound field and concluded that it acts as a low-pass filter. The surface
pattern is photographed to form a conventional hologram. (* ) The hologram is
suitably demagnified to take account of the fact that the interrogating light
signal has much smaller wavelength than the investigating acoustical signal.
To increase the sensitivity of this method of recording, the liquid is often
wetted by a wetting agent with low surface tension. However, as indicated in
Table I, this technique requires rather high intensity levels (at least for the
reference beam) for successful direct playback and also suffers from other
aberrations introduced by the physical processes involved. This technique will
not receive any further consideration in this report.
The most sensitive techniques for recording acoustic holograms involve
the use of piezoelectric crystals. Figure 3 shows a typical experimental
arrangement. In this arrangement, the direct and scattered ultrasound waves
impinge on the piezoelectric receiver producing a voltage distribution whose
amplitude at any point is directly related to the resultant acoustic amplitude
resultant acoustic amplitude at that point. The voltage distribution at the
receiver surface modulates the secondary electron emission caused by a scanning
electron beam. The resulting signal, after suitable amplification, is
displayed on a television monitor. The television screen is photographed for
subsequent conventional reconstruction. The main objections to this system
are:
1. Limited resolution
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(*)By illuminating the surface pattern with a laser beam, one may immediately
reconstruct the underwater object. (The reconstructed image will be

















Using the iiayleit-h criterion, the rc., olution,	 \, !'or a system is t-lveu
by
X = 1.2:` 1) ( ,)	 (7)
it
whore P = object - receiver dist;uu'e
A = investigatirl,- wlvelent,th
a = aperture of the r000iver
The upertlare, ill till:: teohui+w, is .limited by the maximum ant-le of
detection ,,t' the receiver.* For gu;ut.:., this critical an t-le is of the
1°
order of lire', thereby 11miting the 11 value to ( c`ot,1,—) 	 The aperture is
flll • tller limited t by the tact that. the rec • t'iver thickness i:- about 11;11 f tile
waveloll t-th of the ulti .n." , un,} in quaff-tn for n crystal operated tit the resonance
point. The limited -perture limits the s,i., , t' the objects that can be
inve,t.i t-ated by thi: technique.
Another technique involves the use of .tiroct interaction of Ii t-ht waves
with the sound y ield (ref. 11). The dit't'raoted li t-ht rays earry all irna t-e of
the solllld fields. Yet another technique of corlstructint- acoustic holograms
u e:; I micl•ophone as the receivot • . 'Pile microphone nleclianically nouns the
acoustic fields at the hologram pl ulo. The output si t-lulls from the microphone
:lre ;ampl i fie,t and use,i to light a lump which is focused ,,r. ;a photoi-r • ;lph i o t'i l:n
t'. 1"). In some cases, the microphone output modulates the scalm i llt- o pot
a CFT whose race o;ul be photographod to get a hologram.
Cane major point of differetloe between acolistic lloloj,rap lly and ,'ptical
holography stems from the fact that. the acoustic waves can he detected 1',y
linear trrlxlsducers where ;ls only squared-law ,tetectors are usable with
optical waves. As a result of this difference, it. is not necessary to u:o
l	 ^	 J
*'Phis, limitation has recently (rel'. IM been oircumvented for the reference
beam by the use of an electrically tenerated reforence beam in the construe-
tion of the holot,ram instead of the acoustic 	 beam. Trl the modified
arrallgemellt, it is possible to place the object cl.-ser to the rcceiv:'r and
i I	 use normal inoidrvtloe of the object Daum on the receiver, thus; avoiding losses
due to reflection. 'There is no limitation on the electrically generated refer-
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Table II.- A List of Appropriate Spectral Lines for use in IR




























7p [3/2) 2 - 6d[3/210 18
7 P[ 1 /2 1 1 - 6d[3/21^ 19
8P[5/21 3
- 7d[7/2)0 18
4,l' [ 3/21 2 - 4f[ 5/2] 3 16
5 d ' [3/21 2 - 4f[5

















O1' P("? QUAI ITN'
be possible to develop IN phosphors, which at •t.er .;:Lit:.: 0 net	 emit.
in the visible ran ge when exposed to 1h in the high mio p on ra,	 it
phosphors already exist (refs. M and A for use with 1-tiller,:
I•ad1;1tion (set' figure 501). such phosphors need to be deve'lnpv
wavvIcn;rths in the , anro -20 mi .. u:. * The cou.•nt	 enni
ions • our'. ed with the activator iono in a hi rh purity
vste,i no a potentially fruitful appraaell in thi
.'inure 1b) t ,or conceptual details.) ) Thus it appearsanal the IK
lIltcrl •agaLin g Laser bc'aMs, coupled witoll Lhe 1h ► visible phosphors. "ay
eliminate the major obstacle in the development of sound hold r • aptly. In
this connection, the use of the easily available 10A microns CO2-laser
beam for reconstructin g acoustical holograms is recommended.
CONCLUDIW. Y',EM1hKst
""'und photo ?,rapll y has long sufrered for want of adequate recording
techniques. Recent developments in optical holo;rraphy, however, have
spurred renewed interest in the visualization of 	 fields, At present.,
it appears that, sound hoio,r rapt W has valid applications in two important
areas: 11) Ultrasonic holorrraphv for medical purposes and for nondestructive
materials research. The use Or ultrasound here is dictated by the requirement
that details or the object being observed must be larger than the ;sound
wnvelengtll. ** A Underwater imaging for aecalla;rraphy. These systems requirelower frequencies than those needed in medial applications and nondestructive
testing. Powerful coherent acoustic :,ourccs are pre::ently available and the
less of coherence in water becomes serious; only for very large pa.thlength:s.
it is, therefore, expected that with the development of proper distortionless
viewing device's, sound holography will come iIlto widespread usage iIl under-
water vxploratiatl.
A	 j isc lssioll or	 the	 0111'rently used techniques of reoordlllg and recon-
.'.1':1:Ij', .:aund llitia,rl';ti;, 	 ha:	 b `	•.Irrht out two major areas where further
is:VMarch needed.	 one of these ,leaf_, with the implications of the difference
between the ill::pecti: ,	 ;ln,i	 illtcrr. gating radiations.	 For real-time,	 di.s-
tort.iar.te	 .s, ocan.i	 viewiu i r,	 it	 is 1-00,01*upended that :infrared radiation or
*,'no en ort1' content, of :l i t -Pit 'r `il photon is about, 0.002 5 eV (Compalvd with
:1 room temperature KT value of o, J.` j eV) . At longer wavelengths, the phosphors
will have to be 000lo.	 keep the ITT value well below the pllatou e.ner;-`•.
**U1tran•un j proparatos at a. speed of about 1. 5 km/see in soft tissue
structured and its attenuation coefficient, for wavelengths of the order of
a fraction of a millimeter is small enourh to permit medical dingno: is.
Reasonable echo information is expected Vrom s'o't tiLorous tissues to enable
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wavelength comparable to the insrPotirr sound waves be used. The infrared
images can be viewed with (TR > visible) converter phosphors. The second
area involves the real-time display of the visible image of the acoustically-
,
	
	 inspected object at low sound levels such as are used in medical diagnosis.
In this connection attention has been drawn to the need for a phosphor
screen which is such that its optical transmission at any point is directly
related to the incident electron beam intensity at that point. Such a
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DISTORTIONS IN SOUND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Let 9'
1
 , 'Po , and 4' c be the amplitudes of the reference, the object




wavelengths. If the sound hologram transparency is such that the amplitude
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where 'Y (Real)
	 = Yc
	 Yo Tr	 I
	 This choice is determined
by the experimental
T (Virtual) = 'Y	 Y 'Y* 	I	 conditions
c	 o	 r
c
	From equation (1), it is obvious that
	 1
^(Real )
	 _	 -	 +	 1c	 o	 r	 a
	
(Virtual) $ c + ^o - ^r	 (2)
where the ^'s give corresponding phases within the hologram plane relative
to the phase at the origin.
Determination of the phas e , ^ (refs. 23-2)1)
Consider an object point A(x o , yo , z0 ) in a frame of reference centered
in the hologram and let the hologram be in the x-y plane. Then the phases,
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True image ..	 Monogram
(Optical)	 Conjugate Image
(b) - Re-constructing the image by illuminating the hologram
























(c) - Re-constructing the image by using an interrogating radiation
different from the two original beams.
Figure I - Hologram construction/reconstruction technique.
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Coherent	 M i rrors
light
This light need be only
monochromatic for the














Finure 2. - Method of recording a liquid surface hologram. The parallel beam of
coherent light, upon reflection from the deformed surface, produces

















screen	 -	 - - - - - - - -
—
-41
-- -E - - -- Object-	 Ultrasonic
Electron gun-	 - — -t	 .ignal generator
(with scan circuitry) 	 Water
Pumps
Figure 3. - Experimental set up for electronic sound hologram construction.
The piezo-electric detector is scanned by an electron beam.
The secondary electron berm from the detector is modulated
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Figure - 4. Sr cage >ted arrangement for the variable impedance .optical filter and the
TV screen for simultaneous hologram reconstruction. The scanning electron beam on the
receiver crystal and the modulated electron boom on the ou\iliory screen move in unison. The















Figure - 5 - A. Infrared excitation processes for the visible luminescence of Er a+ in Yb34
- sensitized (La F 3 : Yb, Er). (After ref.- 21).
Sensitizer Ions	 Activator Ions
Figure - 5 - B. Suggested mechanism for IR+visible emission phosphors.
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